Deformable Morphing and Multivariable Stiffness in the Evolutionary Robotics
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Abstract: This paper is to review and discuss the current state-of-the-art and future direction of the evolutionary robotics in its deformable morphing and multivariable stiffness. Structural morphing and shape morphing are the center piece of the deformable morphing and lead to the study of both reversible and irreversible deformabilities in morphing that form a basis for future evolutionary robotics. Having thoroughly reviewed the techniques, this paper reviews the science and technology in multivariable stiffness for evolutionary robotics particularly for reconfigurable evolutionary robots and their various applications. This leads to a review of dynamics with the model order reduction, and leads to a review of actuation strategy of metamorphic mechanisms that is a core of the structure of the evolutionary robotics. As such, the paper further reviews camera-based evolutionary robots with intelligent sensing, intelligent controlling and health monitoring, and then the real-time control of high-dimensional robots which cast light on tackling the evolutionary robot control, with the fault monitoring and maintenance. The paper in general presents the future prospects for the evolutionary robots in their deformable morphing and multivariable stiffness with the control of high-dimensional robots and their applications in intelligent infrastructure construction and maintenance.
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1. Introduction

The evolutionary robotics is one of the future directions [1] indicated by the Institution of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). This originates from biological evolution. Biological evolution is the process of interaction, self-reconstruction, and reformation of the environment by natural selection. Evolutionary robotics draws inspiration from biology, aiming to create more robust and adaptive robots by applying the selection, variation, and heredity principles of natural evolution to the design of robots with embodied intelligence [2]. The proposal of evolutionary robotics dates back to 1993 when Harvey [3] studied the species adaptation genetic algorithm in the case of hill crawling and tournament selection. The field of evolutionary robotics has evolved in four areas including evolutionary structure, evolutionary design, evolutionary morphology and evolutionary control [4].

Though most evolutionary robotics is focusing on the evolutionary algorithms and evolutionary computation, Dai [5] in 1998 proposed an evolution in robot structures that are a center piece in evolutionary robotics. The proposed metamorphic mechanisms originated from origami folds have topology change and mobility change with all morphing possibilities. This raised a revolution in robot structures in contrast to fixed topology and fixed structures. With the proposal of this novel class of mechanisms and its design
methodology, multiple structures of robots are developed. A summary of variable morphing theory and techniques was presented by Aimedee et al. [6]. The development in evolutionary robotics led to a series of IEEE International Conference on Reconfigurable Mechanisms and Robots (ReMAR) that presents a platform for discussing and developing new robotic structures. In all the waves of structural developments of evolutionary robots, the metamorphic robot hand [7] was developed at King’s College London, the origami wheeled robot [8] was developed at KAIST, the origami-inspired self-folding crawling robot [9] was developed at Harvard, the tethered miniature origami robot [10] was developed at MIT, the modular origami robot: Mori [11] was developed at EPFL, the origami-based three-finger manipulator [12] was developed at Case Western Reserve University and the metamorphic walking robots were developed at Tianjin University [13] and Southern University of Science and Technology [14].

The rigidity of those evolutionary robots needs to be updated with the softness [15] and deformability in order to tackle difficulty situations where reconfigurability [16] needs a various kind of deformability. In addition, the fault monitoring and maintenance of the evolutionary robots garner great attention lately, due to the significant demand of accuracy and lifespan of service. Tribology has been widely used for these purposes, for instance, in industrial robot joint, climbing robot, as well as other applications such as grasping and manipulation. Deploying tribology and on-line fault monitoring in evolutionary robotics notably guarantee the accurate order execution (moving and positioning) as well as the cost of maintenance, which further accelerate the development of this field.

This paper reviews the technology in morphing and stiffness variation in relevant fields and discusses their prospect in use for the evolutionary robots. As such, the paper proposes a new actuation strategy and reviews the camera-based technique of evolutionary robots and real-time control of high-dimensional robots. With these new developments, the paper reviews the fault monitoring and running maintenance of evolutionary robots and finally discusses its applications for intelligent infrastructure construction and maintenance in the architectural engineering and construction industry.

2. Structural Morphing with Variable Topology

Regarding evolutionary robotics design, selecting a specific morphology for a given set of tasks is the focus of the research. Chocron and Bidaud [17] proposed a two-level Genetic Algorithm (GA) for the task-based design of 3D modular manipulators in 1997. Chung et al. [18] determined the link length of a task-based modular manipulator through GA after determining the necessary configuration in 1997. Inspired by nature, Dai and Jones [5] proposed the concept of metamorphic mechanisms in 1999, which opened up a new paradigm for robotic design with structural morphing. Various work has been conducted on the type synthesis of metamorphic mechanisms [19–21] and the reconfigurability in automobiles in the structure, manufacturing and algorithm has been thoroughly discussed recently [22]. Funes and Pollack [23,24] used GA to evolve different 2D/3D morphologies using LEGO in 1998. Hornby et al. [25,26] used generative encoding for evolving physical modular, 2D locomotive robots in 2001. Dai and Wang [27,28] designed a multi-fingered robotic hand with a metamorphic palm in 2006, of which the palm morphs structures with variable topology, increasing the dexterity and applicability. The metamorphic hand has evolved into several generations with its kinematics, workspace, and manipulability well studied [7,29–40]. Zykov et al. [41] demonstrated robots capable of autonomous self-reproduction in 2007. Zhang et al. [42] proposed the biological modeling and evolution-based synthesis by constraints analysis in 2008. Rout and Mittal [43] used differential evolutionary optimization for 2-DoF RR planar and 4-DoF SCARA manipulators in 2010. Bongard [44] in 2011 evolved the morphology of robots in the form of legs and in later stage algorithms developed gait for the legs finally evolved. Rubrecht et al. [45] evolved a manipulator working in a highly constrained workspace for the maintenance of tunnel boring machines in hostile conditions using GA in 2011. Tolley et al. [46] presented an automated approach to stochastic modular robotics that can evolve a structure and assembly plan to achieve a target function in 2011. More attention has been paid to the evolutionary designs of autonomous robots working in cluttered environments. Dai et al. proposed the metamorphic quadruped robot with a morphing wrist in 2012, which can adapt to various surfaces, execute changeable gaits on multiple terrains, and conquer challenging obstacles [47–53]. The metamorphic walker has evolved into Origaker with multi-mimicry able to transform between different working modes such as the reptile-, arthropod-, and mammal-like modes,
without disassembly and reassembly based on a single-loop spatial metamorphic mechanism in 2022 [14]. This led to all origami-based structures [54–56]. Chen et al. [57] proposed a methodology for the rapid hardware synthesis of embedded real-time complex systems in 2013. Howard et al. [58] proposed ‘multi-level evolution’, a bottom-up automatic process that designs robots across multiple levels and niches them to tasks and environmental conditions in 2019.

A few studies have been conducted on the evolution of robot prototypes along with the structural design. Lipson and Pollack [59] proposed an evolutionary approach for designing articulated bodies and fabricated the physical model using a 3D printing machine to compare the simulation results to the physical model in 2000. Rieffel and Sayles [60] in 2010, and Kuehn [61] in 2012 developed a machine named EvoFab—a fully embodied evolutionary fabrication that can automatically invent and build anything from soft robots to new toys by evolving the process. Wei et al. [62] conducted the kinematic analysis and fabricated the evolved prototype of a metamorphic anthropomorphic hand with a reconfigurable palm in 2011. Eiben et al. [63] proposed a novel concept of the evolution of things instead of the evolution of code in 2012. Further investigations should be conducted to analyze the applicability of the proposed concepts for realistic works. Wang et al. [64] reported a systematic set of model-based evolutionary design, fabrication, and experimental validation of magnetic soft continuum robots with a counterintuitive nonuniform distribution of magnetic particles to achieve an unprecedented workspace in 2021. Recently, Wang et al. [65] presented a fully realized adaptive resource landscape with diploid three-gene robots presenting interacting roles of population dynamics, mutations, breeding, death, and birth. Eiben et al. [66–68] and Husbands et al. [69] outlined a perspective on the future of evolutionary robotics and discussed a long-term vision regarding robots that evolve in the real world in 2021.

Besides the evolution in robotic design and prototyping, the field of co-evolution of morphology and control has received several contributions. Sims [70, 71] pioneered the concept of combining both morphology and control using an evolutionary approach in 1994. Lee et al. [72] combined morphology and control for features like walking, jumping, swimming, and following using evolving algorithm in 1996. Lund et al. [73] included the robot body plan in the genotype and co-evolved the task-fulfilling behaviour and body plan using GA in 1997. Chocron and Bidaud [74, 75] used GA to integrate dynamic simulation of a global robotic system for locomotion in its environment for various tasks in 1999. Lipson and Pollack [59] evolved the articulated robots inspired by biological life forms in 2000. The robots evolved from vertices, bars, neurons, and actuators by the use of evolutionary strategies. Pollack et al. [76,77] used GA for the evolution and construction of electromechanical systems in 2000. Paul and Bongard [78] used GA and neural networks (NN) to achieve stable bipedal locomotion using coupled evolution of morphology and control on a 5-link biped robot in 2001. Hornby et al. [79,80] used a system for generatively creating both creature morphology and neural controller in 2001. Pollack et al. [81] presented a review on LegoBot GOLEM and Tinkerbots in 2001. Stanley and Miikkulainen [82] conducted a competitive coevolution of robot neural controllers and the location of sensors and motors through Neuro Evolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) in 2002. Chocron et al. [83] developed a global design approach for self-reconfigurable locomotion systems based on evaluation by dynamic simulation and optimization by artificial evolution in 2005. Aminzadeh et al. [84] evolved a friction compensation and control strategy for the dexterous robotic hand in 2012. Lipson [85] in 2005, Bongard [86] in 2013 and Nolfi et al. [87] in 2016 presented a review of work done in the field of evolutionary robotics, respectively. However, there is not much connectivity in the existing work on robot morphology and control. Researchers have either investigated the applicability of evolutionary approaches for gait development or motion planning or the work has been presented from algorithmic perspectives. Future work should be focused on coevolving several kinds of mechanisms with various levels of complexity in their controllers.

Except for the structural morphing with variable topology, some evolutionary robots are morphable due to the reconfigurable materials. Common reconfigurable materials are polymers and their composites, which are suitable for various manufacturing technologies. These materials can not only be formed using traditional hot pressing and injection molding processes, but also form complex structures through advanced 3D printing technology. It is worth noting that precursors with (methyl) acrylate groups are suitable for various printing technologies, including Fused Deposit Modeling, direct ink writing, and digital light processing. Both experimental and modeling methods can be used to understand the change mechanisms of reconfigurable
materials, including shrinkage, expansion, magnetic force, thermal expansion, phase transformation, and plastic deformation. These basic understandings greatly expand the design space of reconfigurable materials, with programmable deformations (shape memory materials) or infinite plastic deformations (vitrimers) to meet the needs of fast, large, freely constrained, reversible, and on-demand deformation. The development of advanced manufacturing technology and reconfigurable material deformation mechanisms will create new types of reconfigurable robots with unprecedented functions.

3. Shape Morphing in Evolutionary Robots with Material Deformation

Biological organisms leverage a remarkable control of their shapes and functions to adapt to the environment. Evolutionary robots with shape morphing capabilities are highly desired to mimic the behaviors of animals to perform corresponding functionalities [88–90]. Smart materials including polymers and nanomaterials that respond to external stimuli (such as electricity, heat, light, chemicals, magnetic field, fluidic pressure, etc.) have been widely used as actuators for shape morphing robots [91]. Electrically driven actuation is one of the most common methods, which has the advantages of easy integration, straightforward design, precise control, etc. Depending on the material selection and structure design, electrically driven shape morphing can be achieved by electrothermal, dielectric elastomer, electrochemical, and electrohydrodynamic actuators, and so on [92].

Electrothermal actuation usually relies on the Joule heating of electrically resistive materials to induce structure expansion and contraction. Shape memory alloys [93] and polymers [94] are usually integrated as structure components to achieve morphology transition by taking advantage of the temperature memory effect. However, shape memory materials often have the disadvantages of slow heating and cooling responses, which limit their applications in situations requesting fast response. Twisted fibers and yarns have been proposed to improve the response speed and stroke strength by generating tortional rotations [95,96].

Dielectric elastomer actuation generates structure deformation or motion by applying an electrical stimulus. Two flexible electrodes can be embedded between the elastomer sheet, and multiaxial actuation can be readily achieved by a 3D printing technique [97]. A rigid framework is usually required to improve the actuation force and strain [98]. Otherwise, the actuation energy density is rather limited. Multilayer integration is one potential strategy to improve the overall performance [99]. Alternatively, elastomers with anisotropic elasticity like liquid crystal elastomers with preprogrammed molecular alignment can achieve both high actuation strain and strain rate [100,101]. The application of dielectric elastomer actuators is often combined with shape change polymers. The former is used to apply the shape morphing actuation and the latter is used to lock the shape to realize an automatic and reversible shape morphing process [102,103]. However, dielectric elastomer actuation usually requires quite large applied electric voltage (over 1 kV), and the potential risk of dielectric breakdown at elastomer defects hinders their wide application.

Electrochemical actuation takes advantage of charge adsorption induced electrocapillary effect to generate shape-morphing ability. Such actuation benefits from ultrahigh specific surface area of the electrodes. Bilayer cantilever beams consisting of one metal layer and one nanoporous metal layer are shown to be able to produce large deformation under a low electric voltage around 1 V [104]. Electrodes with even higher specific surface area can be achieved by using self-assembly of two-dimensional (2D) materials. Reversible ion insertion and extraction into the interlayer space of 2D flakes induces the dynamic expansion and contraction of electrode films. An electrode made from an assembly of MoS$_2$ flakes can lift a mass more than 150 times of its own [105]. However, the using of aqueous electrolyte limits the wide application of electrochemical actuators, especially for deployable evolutionary robots. The replacement of aqueous electrolytes with solid-state ones has been demonstrated to be able to generate similar actuation effect [106], which paves the way for real-world applications of electrochemical actuators in shape-morphing robots.

Electrohydrodynamic actuation is another emerging method that can be applied for shape-morphing evolutionary robots. Fluidic actuation has been widely used in the motion control of gripping and locomotion by regulating the fluidic pressure inside the hollow channels of the robot bodies [107]. However, an external bulky pump is generally required, which limits the application in evolutionary
robots. Charge-injection electro-hydrodynamics has been utilized to control the bidirectional transport of dielectric liquid encapsulated in elastomeric tubes [108]. The resultant electrohydrodynamic actuators are readily to be integrated into soft structures and show great potential to work as artificial muscles for autonomous evolutionary robotics.

From above, it is seen that electrically actuated shape morphing materials have great potential applications in evolutionary robotics. Different electrical actuation method has its own advantages but also limitations. Novel designing principles as well as new materials are still highly desired to achieve advanced control over the shape and structure manipulation of evolutionary robotics. For example, evolutionary robots should not only change shapes under external stimuli but also lock their shapes so that no continuous energy input is necessary after transformation [89]. The current design usually depends on the shape locking ability of slowly responsive shape memory materials. The emergence of mechanical metamaterials provides both new horizons for the ability of shape morphing control [109–111] and for the shape locking strategies [112]. It can be expected that the combination of mechanical metamaterials and electrical actuation would enable more freedom for the realization of shape morphing evolutionary robotics.

4. Deformable Morphing in Robot Structure

4.1. Reverse Deformability in Morphing

Reversible deformation materials, are also known as shape memory materials. Common shape memory materials include hydrogel, liquid crystal elastomer and shape memory polymer. Hydrogels and liquid crystal elastomers have poor bearing capacity and weak ability to maintain shape. Shape memory polymers (SMP) complete deformation above the glass transition temperature and cool to room temperature to restore their good load-bearing capacity. Applications based on SMP deformation property have widely emerged in the field of robotics, such as robot deformation grippers, deformation hinges, and deformation driving devices.

Figure 1a (i) depicts the process of reversible shape change through a deformable gripper [113]. Shape memory polymers deform from printed shapes to another shape under external stimuli (in this case, heat), and the shape is temporarily fixed after cooling. When external stimuli reappear, the shape memory polymers automatically recover to the printed shape. As shown in Figure 1a(ii), the closed shape gripper is printed and then programmed into an unfolded shape. During the heating process, it autonomously returns to its closed shape and grabs the object. Figure 1b shows the application of a Joule heating reversible deformation hinge in the folding of satellite solar panels [114]. The wires buried in the hinge can heat the shape memory polymer above the glass transition temperature, making the hinge easy to fold (Figure 1b (i)). The hinge is manufactured through digital light processing 3D printing (Figure 1b (ii)), and the design parameters are easily adjustable to adapt to different deformation needs. Joule heating can quickly heat up and unfold the hinge (Figure 1b (iii)). Recent research by Wang et al. has shown that robot drive structures made of shape memory polymers can be reconstructed to form different shapes to adapt to the robot's workspace (Figure 1c) [115]. As shown in Figure 1c (i), due to the size limitation of the robot's driving structure, the robot cannot pass through narrow channels. The driving structure manufactured using shape memory polymers can be programmed into a temporary compressed state (Figure 1c (ii-iii)), allowing the robot to pass through narrow channels (Figure 1c (iv)). After passing, the driving structure can be restored to its original shape through thermal stimulation, thereby restoring the original driving property of the robot (Figure 1c (ii)).
Irreversible Deformability in Morphing

Irreversible deformation materials refer to deformable materials that cannot be restored to its original shape by external stimuli after deformation. Traditional thermoplastics are materials that undergo irreversible deformation, but they cannot be used for shape reconfiguration in robots due to their strong thermal fluidity. Leibler et al. developed a new irreversible deformation material called “Vitrimer” by introducing dynamic covalent chemical bonds into thermosetting networks [116]. The dynamic covalent chemical bonds of Vitrimer can alter the topological structure of molecules, reshaping the thermosetting network while maintaining a constant crosslinking density. The rearrangement, surface proximity, and diffusion of dynamic covalent bonds endow Vitrimer with excellent weldability, self-healing, and reconfigurability. The reconfigurability and weldability of Vitrimer bring new opportunities for robot shape reconfiguration.

Zhao et al. introduced Vitrimer into shape memory polymers (Figure 2a) and developed a new material that combines reversible and irreversible deformation [117]. This new material can be irreversibly deformed into a new shape (pigeon like origami in Figure 2b) at the bond exchange reaction temperature, and reversibly deformed into a temporary new shape (thin plate or aircraft) at the programming temperature (above the glass transition temperature and below the bond exchange reaction temperature), and can autonomously restore to the pigeon shape under thermal stimulation [117]. It is worth noting that this material can undergo multiple irreversible deformations (as shown in Figure 2b where the pigeon undergoes irreversible deformation in the shape of a clover). Introducing Vitrimer into shape memory polymers that can spontaneously form memory cycles can irreversibly reconstruct the sheet into a pigeon shape (Figure 2c) [118]. After activating the material at the wing, the pigeon model can autonomously flap its wings under thermal cycling stimulation. In addition, Vitrimer can also endow shape memory polymer actuators with different permanent initial shapes,
enabling the application of an actuator in different operating conditions [119]. The actuator can spontaneously release objects through thermal stimulation before reconfiguration, and can spontaneously grasp objects through thermal stimulation after reconfiguration (Figure 2d).

Figure 2. Applications of irreversible deformation materials in reconfigurable robots. (a) Schematic diagram of reversible and irreversible deformation mechanisms of shape memory polymers incorporating dynamic covalent bonds [117]. (b–d) Experimental demonstration of irreversible and reversible deformation. (b) Shape memory polymers that introduce dynamic covalent bonds undergo irreversible deformation into pigeons or clovers and exhibit shape memory effects [117]. (c) The polymer undergoes irreversible deformation into pigeons and has a cyclic shape memory effect under cyclic thermal stimulation [118]. (d) Demonstration of an actuator irreversibly reconfigured into multiple shapes to perform different tasks [119].

5. Multivariable Stiffness in Evolutionary Robotics

Variable stiffness materials transform their resistance to deformation under external stimuli, including low melting point alloys (LMPAs), wax coated materials, electrorheological materials, shape memory polymers, etc.

Wax coated materials and low melting point alloys exhibit rigidity at room temperature, and when the melting point is reached, the material becomes in a liquid state, thereby achieving a variable stiffness effect. Figure 3a shows a variable stiffness beam using wax coated flexible objects [120]. The wax coating near the heating coils was melted, causing the beam to become soft and bent by heavy objects. However, the poor load-bearing capacity and limited deformation times of wax coating materials limit their application in reconfigurable robots.

Shepherd et al. mixed low melting point alloys with elastomers to obtain a variable stiffness composite material that can be reused multiple times (Figure 3b (i)) [121]. This composite material combined with an elastomer airbag has developed into a variable stiffness actuator (Figure 3b (ii)). However, this variable stiffness actuator has defects such as poor mixing performance between polymers and metals, and the inability of elastomers to provide sufficient binding force for liquid metals.
Figure 3. Applications of various variable stiffness materials in reconfigurable robots. (a) (i) Snapshots of wax coating material used as a variable stiffness actuator. (ii) A snapshot of stiffness changes in wax coating structures [120]. (b) (i) A snapshot of stiffness changes in a mixture of low melting point alloys and elastomers. (ii) Snapshots of elastomer airbag actuators coated with LMPA and elastomer composite materials [121]. (c) (i) Schematic diagram of a magnetorheological variable stiffness actuator. (ii) Elastic cavity structure. (iii) Schematic diagram of the effect of magnetic field on actuator stiffness [122]. (d) A shape memory polymer actuator that varies in stiffness and motion trajectory with temperature [123]. (e) A shape memory polymer variable stiffness actuator manufactured through various 3D printing processes [124]. (f) A variable stiffness actuator integrating shape memory polymer cavities and low melting point alloy layer [125]. (g) A variable stiffness material that combines elastic Kirigami with a low melting point alloy for reversible deformation [126].
Magnetorheological materials change their properties based on changes in the external magnetic field. Figure 3c shows a variable stiffness elastomer made from magnetorheological materials [122]. When there is no magnetic field, the magnetic fluid in the elastic body is randomly distributed, resulting in a lower stiffness of the elastic body. When an external magnetic field is applied, magnetorheological particles form magnetic domains with each other, thereby increasing the overall stiffness. However, the application of magnetorheological material robots is limited by a stable external magnetic field environment.

As the temperature increases, shape memory materials will transition from a glassy state to a rubbery state, resulting in a significant change in the Young's modulus of the material. Therefore, they can also be used as variable stiffness materials. Wang et al. developed a shape memory polymer variable stiffness robot actuator with a spiral structure. It moves along a spiral grasping path at room temperature (Figure 3d) [123]. Above the glass transition temperature, the actuator stiffness significantly decreases and no longer performs spiral motion, but instead grasps in a straight line. Zhang et al. used various 3D printing techniques to create heating circuits, variable stiffness layers, shape memory polymer cavities, and cooling pipes, and used photocurable materials to bond these components together to form a rapid variable stiffness robot actuator (Figure 3e) [124]. Based on Zhang et al.'s research, Wei et al. printed a variable stiffness actuator coated with a thin layer of low melting point alloy using a mechanically robust shape memory polymer (Figure 3f) [125]. This variable stiffness actuator has ultra-fast variable stiffness capability through built-in circuit heating and built-in microchannel cooling. In addition, the shape memory polymer cavity manufactured by digital light processing has a uniform layer thickness and mechanical robustness, providing stable constraints for liquid metals.

Figure 3g introduces a shape and stiffness deformation material with reversible and fast polymorphic 3D reconfigurability and programmable stiffness [126]. This material combines elastic Kirigami [127,128] nonlinear deformation with low melting point alloy stiffness changes, allowing the flat plate to deform rapidly (<0.1 s) into complex load-bearing shapes and has shape recovery performance through reversible phase transformation. This Kirigami composite material overcomes the trade-off between deformation capacity and load-bearing capacity, and eliminates the power requirement to maintain reconfigured shapes. By integrating with airborne controls, motors, and power supplies, soft robot deformable drones and underwater deformable robots have been created. Drones can automatically convert from ground vehicles to aerial vehicles. Underwater deformable robots can be deployed reversibly to collect goods.

6. Dynamics with the Model Order Reduction

Reconfigurable evolutionary robots with variable stiffness materials typically have flexible or continuum components to achieve desired deformability. These flexible components have a large or even infinite number of degrees-of-freedom (DOF). The robots containing these flexible components are referred to as high-dimensional robots [129,130]. The dynamics of these robots are highly nonlinear because of the large deformation of these flexible components. How to perform efficient yet accurate dynamics modeling of these robots plays an essential role in the fast simulation of these high-dimensional, nonlinear robots. Such a fast numerical simulation will enable the digital twins [131] of evolutionary robots, and then speed up the design, analysis and fabrication of these robots [132,133].

One-dimensional mechanics models such as rods and beams have been widely used in the modeling of flexible structures. These one-dimensional models are obtained by simplifying boundary conditions and nonlinear mapping relations [132]. In the realm of high-dimensional and continuum robots, a slender component is discretized into finite segments of 1D mechanics models. The obtained discrete models enable efficient prediction of the highly nonlinear dynamics of the robots.

Classic 1D mechanics model includes Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and Kirchhoff's rod theory. As extensions of these classic theories to the realm of continuum robots, piecewise constant curvature (PCC) models have been used in the simulation of flexible links [134], discrete elastic rods (DERs) have emerged and been used to simulate slender rods [135]. In the field of flexible multibody dynamics, geometrically exact beam theory [136] and absolute nodal coordinate formulation [133] have been proven to be effective in simulating flexible components that undergo both ground motion and large deformation.

1D mechanics model tends to make inaccurate prediction on the dynamics of complex structures. 3D
modeling frameworks are necessary to achieve precise control and manipulation of complex mechanisms [132]. 3D models are typically constructed using finite element methods (FEM). High-fidelity FE models are required to make accurate prediction on the highly nonlinear dynamics of robots, especially the large deformation of flexible components and frictional contact at joint interfaces [137]. However, simulating these high-dimensional mechanics problems is computationally intensive, which is the main bottleneck to achieve real-time simulation of digital twins.

A game changer to fast dynamics simulation of FE-based high-dimensional robots is the technique of model order reduction. The key idea of this technique is to establish a low-dimensional reduced-order model (ROM) of the original high-dimensional full model, yet the low-dimensional ROM still makes accurate prediction. Therefore, the ROM can be used to achieve efficient simulation and real-time control of the high-dimensional robots.

Model order reduction technique can be divided into linear and nonlinear methods. The idea of linear reduction is to project the full state space onto some subspaces. The accuracy of the ROM hence highly depends on the choice of the subspace. Commonly used linear reduction methods include Craig-Bampton [138], proper-orthogonal decomposition (POD) [139], and recently emerged dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) [140] and Koopman operator-based method [141].

The linear reduction methods have inherent limitations when they are applied to nonlinear problems. This is because the linear subspace is not invariant anymore and hence the dimension of the subspace grows rapidly for only a small improvement in accuracy. They also face challenges to capture non-linearizable dynamics [142]. Invariant-manifold-based model reduction can resolve the aforementioned limitations. In particular, spectral manifold (SSM) based model reduction has been successfully applied to the nonlinear analysis of FE models with more than 240,000 DOF [143].

Machine learning (ML) has emerged as an alternative tool to perform model order reduction of high-dimensional robots. Neural networks have been used to learn these high-dimensional dynamics from observed data [144]. Deep learning-based controllers can have numerous applications in high-dimensional robots. For instance, they have been applied to teach underwater soft robots how to swim [145]. These ML approaches, however, typically result in models that rarely preserve the inherent structure of the dynamics. Consequently, the learned models do not generalize well to control tasks which involve trajectories outside the training set. They are also data-intensive and sensitive to noise. To address these issues, dynamics-based ML (DBML) has been proposed [146]. DBML learns models directly from phase space structures and focuses on identifying the dynamics of ubiquitous, low-dimensional attracting invariant manifolds.

7. Actuation Strategy of Metamorphic Mechanisms and Robotics

Multivariable metamorphic mechanisms frequently need to operate under many motion branch configurations in real applications, which is a challenging issue in the use of multivariable metamorphic mechanisms. Constraint-singular configurations, also known as bifurcation points, are necessary for the branch evolution of multivariable metamorphic mechanisms. At the mechanism's singularity, a number of complicated circumstances may arise, including growing degrees of freedom, waning stiffness, one-value multiple solutions, etc., which will likely cause the mechanism to switch branches in an unpredictable way. Therefore, one of the main issues limiting the application of multivariable metamorphic mechanisms has always been how to drive the mechanism smoothly to the goal configuration. There aren't many studies that focus on this topic. Most of the time, the configuration transition is accomplished by reducing the motion of the mechanism by adding additional actuators, redundant driving, or locking some joints [147,148].

Through the geometric limit, the rod must coincide or move to the limit position, resulting in the configuration switch being completed in a given configuration. Redundant driving is to artificially reduce its motion by adding an additional drive or locking a joint to achieve controllable requirements. Although the redundant drive maintains the stationarity and dependability of configuration switching, the drive is idle or a complicated control approach is required to coordinate the redundant drive relationship when the metamorphic mechanism is in a non-singular configuration.

Some academics have developed external environment binding to accomplish autonomous configuration switching of reconfigurable metamorphic mechanisms. Based on the equivalent resistance gradient model, a
design and configuration switching technique for metamorphic mechanisms was proposed by Li et al. [149]. All of the metamorphic joints that affect how the mechanism moves can produce a specific amount of binding force, which can be turned into an equivalent resistance coefficient that can be compared to one another using predetermined rules. The mechanism will move in accordance with the variables that have the smallest equivalent resistance coefficient, and the remaining variables will remain static, according to the principle of minimum resistance of the mechanism movement.

The aforementioned technique has been used to examine and maintain high-voltage lines, as shown in Figure 4 [150]. The meshing point between the planetary wheel and the traveling wheel gear is always on the vertical line between the driving wheel and the high voltage line while moving normally and without obstructions, as shown in Figure 4a. As illustrated in Figure 4b, when impediments are encountered, the walking wheel stops rotating due to the resistance of the obstacles, while the planetary wheel continues to rotate upward along the inner tooth ring of the walking wheel under the influence of the driving force. When the planetary wheel reaches a particular position, the driving torque of the walking wheel is larger than the resistance moment, allowing it to pass the obstruction and continue moving forward, as shown in Figure 4c.

Figure 4. Schematic of configuration transformation during the obstacle-crossing operation for inspecting and maintaining high-voltage lines [150]. (a) Walking process; (b) Climbing process; (c) Obstacle crossing.

However, the equivalent resistance model technique is incompatible with the more general multivariable metamorphic mechanisms. It only functions with the metamorphic mechanism that this technique produces. To solve this problem, several researchers created a kinematic branch switching method based on joint velocity constraints [151]. In order to increase the driving dimension and allow for the switching of kinematic branches without extra drivers (under actuation), joint velocity constraints were added to the standard joint position constraints.

High order kinematic analysis can be used to solve the joint velocity constraints of each motion branch in the bifurcated configuration. The joint velocity constraints of two motion branches are shown as follows for the reconfigurable eight-bar mechanism.

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega_1 \neq \omega_3, \omega_2 &= \omega_4 \\
\omega_1 &= \omega_3, \omega_2 \neq \omega_4
\end{align*}
\]
By analyzing the two sets of solutions, it is clear that the difference between them is whether they are equal (or not). As a result, when the mechanism moves to the singular configuration, the control strategy depicted in Figure 5 can be used, and joint 1 and joint 3 (or joint 2 and joint 4) can be chosen as active joints, and the bifurcation movement branch can be controlled by controlling velocity relationship between the two joints. Regulate joint 1 and joint 3 with different joint velocities to move to branch I. Joints 2 and 4 can move at different rates to enter branch II. Finally, it is achieved to switch two motion branches in the singular configuration with three degrees of freedom.

![Figure 5. Joint velocity restrictions and motor branch correspondence [151].](image-url)

Furthermore, in each set of solutions in Equation (1), there are two joint angular velocity relationships, namely the angular velocity relationship between joint 1 and joint 3 and the other one between joint 2 and joint 4. These two angular velocity relations are not independent; if one is satisfied, the other is automatically established. Hence, the two angular velocity relations can be freely chosen, and the appropriate joints are chosen as active joints. Controlling the angular velocity relation of the active joints adds an extra constraint dimension. Using the above reconfigurable eight-bar mechanism as an example, joints 1 and 3 are used as active joints, and joint velocity limitations are introduced. The overall constraint dimension is three, which is equal to the mechanism's mobility in this singular configuration. As a result, the mechanism motion is completely actuated during this moment. In this manner, two active joints are used to pass through a singular configuration with three degrees of freedom.

There are also other disadvantages for velocity-constrained switching control. It is not ideal, for example, for reconfigurable mechanisms, of which all of the bifurcated motion's branches are with one mobility, because there are insufficient drivers to establish an effective velocity relation constraint. Furthermore, because the velocity constraints of all moving branches are the same, this control strategy is pointless to the reconfigurable mechanism addressed in literature [152], in which different motion branches are tangent in the configuration space.

The kinematic branch switching control approach based on joint velocity constraint in configuration space is one of the geometric constraints that does not currently incorporate force. Geometric constraints, conservative constraints, external constraints, and physical restrictions can all be used to achieve the transformation of metamorphic mechanisms. Movement is largely the result of various forces, which are also the cause of the mechanism's movement. As a result, the impact of various forces on the motion of the mechanism should be thoroughly investigated in the subsequent research on configuration evolution and various mechanisms' forces (conservative force, friction force, driving force, etc.) should be taken into account. Establishing a comprehensive set of calculation and analysis criteria, such as the minimum energy criterion, that can be used as the foundation for the design and drive control of the mechanism, and transforming the influence of various forces on the motion of the mechanism into a comprehensive index, are important research directions.

Furthermore, the drive input selection of the conversion between different branches can be conducted by analyzing the robot's bifurcation motion as well as its statics and dynamics models. The transformation node is added to the task planner and motion planner, which decides whether to stay in the current configuration or
to enter the neighboring configuration based on the current situation.

Most robots currently employ one of three types of drives: electric, hydraulic, or pneumatic. The operating principle, mode of action, and biological structure are all exceedingly diverse, as is the construction, which severely limits the robot's activity and adaptability. Biological evolution has resulted in significant changes not only in morphology, but also in actuator and actuator-bone spatial arrangement. The absence of bone structure in mollusks, exoskeleton structure in crustaceans, and skeleton-muscle-skin structure in mammals all have an effect on the structural evolution and driving strategy of robots.

Natural systems often match or exceed the performance of robotic systems with deformable bodies. Cephalopods, for example, achieve amazing feats of manipulation and locomotion without a skeleton; even vertebrates like humans achieve dynamic gaits by storing elastic energy in their compliant bones and soft tissues [153]. Several researchers have begun to experiment with different drive systems and flexible materials on robots in order to make them closer to real biology in recent years. Xi et al. presented a complete morphing system consisting of a variable geometry truss manipulator covered by a flexible panel skin [154]. For morphing control, two approaches are investigated: manipulators or flexible panels as drivers. Following that, a robotic fish scale is created with multi-loop linkages to function as a driving skin muscle [155].

Hu et al. demonstrated a magneto-elastic soft millimeter-scale robots that can swim inside and on the surface of liquids, climb liquid menisci, roll and walk on solid surfaces, jump over obstacles, and crawl within narrow tunnels [156]. This robot has a stronger potential for high mobility through multimodal locomotion with more degrees of freedom than its rigid counterpart. Pan et al. created a new soft finger that required no silicone gel and was returned to its previous shape by heating the SMA wire rather than relying solely on heat exchange with the environment [157], which provides a new idea for the lightweight design and convenient design of soft gripper based on SMA. Zhang et al. created functional soft ferromagnetic origami robots with seamlessly integrated structures and a variety of active functions, including robots that mimic flowers with petals bent at various angles and curvatures, low-friction swimming robots, multimode locomotion carriers with gradient-stiffness claws for protecting and delivering objects, and frog-like robots [158]. Zhong et al. demonstrated a class of multifunctional stretchy thermo-chromic soft actuators based on liquid-vapor phase transitions that may be programmed in terms of initial shape and deformation type [159]. Li et al. created fluid-driven origami-inspired artificial muscles that can be programmed to perform multiaxial motions such as contraction, bending, and torsion [160].

Generally speaking, the majority of novel drive techniques are still in the experimental stage and have a number of drawbacks, including a small drive stroke, a low drive frequency, poor control performance, and so on. However, the development of novel driving techniques, particularly flexible driving (artificial muscles), is inextricably linked to the growth of robots. Animals in the natural world are extremely flexible because their muscles work well. The muscle can be flexibly attached, providing an effective drive, regardless of how intricate the skeletal structure or delicate the actuator may be. The bionic flexible drive, on the other hand, has little effect on the mechanical structure, making it particularly ideal for multi-variable metamorphic mechanisms that demand high adaptability.

8. Camera-Based Evolutionary Robotics

With the development of computer vision, cameras have evolved from a simple photographic sensor to an intelligent sensor for robotics [161]. The capabilities that cameras can bring to the evolutionary robots are twofold, awareness and control [162]. Camera-based awareness helps robots to understand their environment, providing the basis for precise control and task execution.

8.1. Camera-Based Intelligent Sensing for Robots

Cameras provide robots with an "eye" function that enables them to understand and interpret their environment. This process has three different levels of awareness: environment, objects, and activities [162, 163]. The environment awareness helps evolutionary robotics to understand the surrounding context, the object awareness promotes the recognition and tracking of a task-specific object, and the activity awareness can facilitate the interaction with human or other robots [164].

The environment awareness equips robots with an intricate comprehension of their surroundings,
typically encompassing both scene representation and classification tasks, where the former provides details of sensing and the latter makes the decision [162]. Zhou et al. [165] explored the challenges of scene recognition in computer vision and introduced a large scene-centric database. Based on that, they pointed out the feature differences between object-centered and scene-centered network learning. Zhang et al. [166] proposed a patch-based local-to-global similarity strategy for scene representation to address the challenges of severe appearance changes and viewpoint changes of the camera sensor. The scene classification is to identify the type of scene (e.g., indoor or outdoor), helping the robot to understand their environment [167]. Ye et al. [168] summarized the challenges of visual understanding of indoor scenes for robots, and designed a two-stage scene understanding method based on deep learning, which established the foundation for robots to perform visual interactions. In summary, the complementation between scene representation and classification forms the fundamental of a robot's environmental cognizance, facilitating its proficient navigation and nuanced interaction within its operational context.

The object awareness is a basis for robots to interact with others, which typically involves techniques such as object detection, classification, and semantic segmentation [169]. The combination of those tasks can identify objects and help understand their significance, role, and potential interactions in a given scene [170]. Specifically, object detection is the process of locating and identifying multiple objects in a video stream, which provides both the class and spatial location of the objects [171]. To this end, YOLO [172], SSD [173], and Fast R-CNN [174] were leveraged in target detection. YOLO is the most well-known framework for its high-speed performance. SSD combines the speed of YOLO and the advantages of multi-scale feature interpretations that can detect targets with different sizes efficiently. For the Faster R-CNN, although it performs well in terms of accuracy, it is relatively slow due to the two-stage detection process. Once an object is detected, object classification is utilized to categorize it into a specific class or group, which helps robots exclude irrelevant objects and focus on the target object [175]. Beyond the detection and classification of visual objects, semantic segmentation can provide insights into the pixel-wise partition of the environment to the robot [162]. For semantic segmentation, U-Net [176] is a classical method that uses skip connection to effectively restore spatial information, which is especially suitable for image segmentation. In addition, SegNet [177] was used for the robots with limited resources in semantic segmentation, highlighting the memory-efficient segmentation by using the pooled index in the encoding stage for upsampling. More recently, Segment Anything Model [178] made significant progress in this area, which provides a general segmentation framework that solves this challenge through the cross-domain adaptation strategy. The object awareness in robots, facilitated by computer vision techniques, ensures that robots can recognize, understand, and interact with individual entities in their surroundings.

The activity awareness allows robots to perceive, interpret, and respond to dynamic events, which is the basis for the real-time interactions, involving behavioral recognition and prediction [179]. Specifically, the goal of behavioral recognition is to identify and understand ongoing activities or behaviors of objects. Yin et al. [180] proposed a parametric nonlinear time alignment method using deep autoencoder that learns nonlinear metric from inter-class and intra-class variations for human action recognition. Husain et al. [181] presented a robust, 2-D CNN network extended to a concatenated 3-D CNN network that can extract the features from the spatial-temporal domain of a video sequence, and the benchmark shows that their method is more general and flexible than others that require preprocessing (e.g., by optical flow) or a priori knowledge on sensing (e.g., camera motion estimation). Once recognizing the behaviors of sensed objects, the behavioral prediction allows robots to be proactive to potential events [182]. Jain et al. [183] proposed a sensory-fusion architecture to jointly model multiple data streams and a sequence-to-sequence training approach for anticipating driving maneuvers several seconds before they actually happen. This type of awareness is indispensable for robots to work in harmony with humans, ensuring safety, efficiency, and a more human-centric approach in their operations.

8.2. Camera-Based Intelligent Controlling for Robots

Cameras not only enhance the robot's perception but also allow it to give real-time feedback, enabling it to better plan and control [184]. This process can be classified into two aspects: planning and interaction [185]. The former allows robots to determine the best course of action based on the environment, objects, and
activities they perceive, while the latter enables robots to physically interact with other entities in the environment, particularly with specific objects, based on the planning [162]. They are elaborated as follows.

With certain awareness, cameras enable robots to plan their action by interpreting the visual data [186]. Among these applications, the path planning has been extensively studied, such as local obstacle avoidance, indoor navigation, and multi-robot navigation [187]. For a single robot, Duguleana et al. [188] proposed a path planning algorithm based on Q-learning and artificial neural networks, achieving the collision-free trajectories of robot in dynamic workspaces. For multiple robots, Chen et al. [189] presented a decentralized multi-agent collision avoidance algorithm using deep reinforcement learning to learn a value function that encodes cooperative behaviors and generates high quality paths.

The ability to interact with objects is crucial for many robotic applications, and cameras provide an essential way of perception for precise and safe interactions. The interaction can be classified into two aspects: object interaction and human-robot collaboration. For object interaction, Pinto et al. [190] conducted a self-supervision approach to learn robotic grasping from 50K tries and 700 hours of robot experience using trial-and-error, and showed its effectiveness in the real robot platform, from which they found that a multi-stage learning method can improve performance. In the human-robot collaboration, Agravante et al. [191] described a framework that combines vision and haptic information in collaborative carrying tasks between humans and robots. In conclusion, camera-based control in evolutionary robotics is transforming the way that robots operate, which bridges the gap between perception and task performing with higher efficiency, precision, and safety.

In addition, the application of reinforcement learning and online learning can be applied to evolve the robots, allowing themselves to be adapted to new environments or new tasks, improving the quality of operations. For reinforcement learning, it allows robots to learn from their interactions with the environment directly. By receiving feedback in forms of rewards or penalties based on their actions, robots can adapt and optimize their behavior over time. Zhu et al. [192] proposed a deep Siamese Actor-Critic network based on the deep reinforcement learning, which considers both the current state and target image for better generalization to new targets. For online learning, it can be used to update the robot’s knowledge based on the real-time observations, allowing them to be automatically adaptive to new scenarios, which is particularly useful in complex environments with dynamic changes. Wang et al. [193] proposed an unsupervised three-stage learning architecture consisting of long-term, short-term and online learning for visual interestingness recognition, showing the promising performance against the supervised learning methods. In summary, the integration of reinforcement learning and online learning can enhance the robot’s capability in new unseen and complex environments.

8.3. Camera-Based Health Monitoring Robot

With the development of camera-based sensing and controlling, the robots that can be evolutionary on intelligence can perform tasks with high efficiency, precision and safety [185]. Developing health monitoring robots is one of emerging trends in robotic applications, improving the quality of healthcare and patient monitoring [194]. According to the application scenarios, health monitoring robots can be divided into three types: physiological monitoring, rehabilitation, and interaction and social support [195].

For physiological monitoring, camera-based vital signs monitoring has been investigated in multiple clinical settings, including intensive care unit (ICU) and neonatal ICU [196,197]. It allows the robots to measure heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, and other physiological parameters by a contactless video camera [198–200]. Huang et al. [201] explored the combination of different wavelengths of a video camera for pulse transit time-based blood pressure estimation, which showed that the green-NIR wavelength combination has the highest correlation with blood pressure and gives the best calibration results. This measure allows the robots to further predict potential health risks and arterial diseases by intensively monitoring the blood pressure, which is beneficial for home-based care and chronic disease management.

Robots that can monitor rehabilitation play a pivotal role in assisting patients to recover from injuries and surgeries, which provides guidance for physical therapy exercises, ensuring that patients perform them correctly and consistently [202,203]. With camera-based intelligent sensing, robots can monitor a patient's movements, provide feedback, and adjust the intensity of exercises based on the patient's progress [204,205].
Taati et al. [206] proposed a vision-based method to monitor and assess postures in real-time during robotic rehabilitation therapy for stroke patients. Quah et al. [207] proposed a head tracking system using the camera data for neck rehabilitation training, which can be used for neck mobility assessment and training. Moreover, the visual data collected during this process can be shared with healthcare professionals, allowing them to track the patient’s progress and make necessary adjustments to the rehabilitation plan [203].

For the interaction and social support, health monitoring robots can be used to provide societal support to, for example, elders as a chat robot by using large language model like GPT [208,209]. Using the camera data, it can recognize human emotions and physiology, engage in conversation, and even detect micro signs of depression or anxiety [210,211]. Rossi et al. [212] conducted a social trial that explored the role of social robots in reducing anxiety for pediatric healthcare, finding that compared to a control group without a robot, the robot reduced medical anxiety and perceived pain in children during the vaccination. In addition, by providing companionship, these robots can alleviate feelings of loneliness and isolation, which are common among the elderly or people with limited mobility [213]. For social support, the monitoring robots can remind patients to take medicine, attend appointments, and even provide entertainment, ensuring a holistic approach to care.

In summary, health monitoring robots combined with camera and AI technology will bring revolutionary innovation to the medical and healthcare fields. They provide safer, more efficient and personalized care for patients, also providing effective assistance for caregivers.

9. Real-Time Control of High-Dimensional Robots

9.1. Evolutionary Control

combining the GA-DNN (deep neural network) nonlinear regression prediction model and the compliance error model to achieve the robot’s high-precision positioning performance under any external payload in 2020. The field of evolutionary robotics has covered various milestones to cope with the challenging task of robot control, but it is still open to further intricacies such as complex mechanisms, dynamic environments, and cluttered workspaces, requiring more flexible controllers.

9.2. Real-Time Control via Model Order Reduction

The model order reduction methods reviewed in Sect. 6 provide reduced-order models (ROMs) that can predict the dynamics of high-dimensional robots in real-time. Therefore, extending these ROMs with control inputs enables real-time control of high-dimensional robots. Indeed, data-driven ROMs have been emerged as a powerful tool for achieving real-time control of soft robotics [238].

Linear model reduction schemes have obtained some success for the control of linearized systems of nonlinear systems [238–240]. POD has been used to construct a low-dimensional ROM for the dynamically closed-loop control of a soft robotic arm [239]. However, the validity of the linearized model deteriorates rapidly when it is far away from the linearization point. To capture the missing nonlinearities, piecewise-affine approximation has been proposed in [240] to approximate a highly nonlinear system as a collection of linearized systems. Hyper-reduction with energy-conserving mesh sampling and weight scheme has been used to construct ROMs that enable inverse-kinematics control of soft robots [241]. Koopman operator-based approach has also been used for the control of soft robotics [242].

As reviewed in Sect. 6, the linear model reduction methods have inherent limitations when they are applied to nonlinear systems. Thus, constructing nonlinear ROMs is more reasonable for the control of high-dimensional nonlinear robots. Following this direction, neural networks (NN) have been used extensively for learning these high-dimensional nonlinear dynamics from observed data. Model-based reinforcement learning has been used for the closed-loop control of soft robotic manipulators [144]. Recently, Alora et al. [129] developed a novel ROM model predictive control (ROMPC) for solving constrained optimal control problems of high-dimensional systems. Their ROMs are based on the DBML reviewed in Sect. 6 and hence have better performance. Indeed, they have demonstrated the effectiveness of the ROMPC on the trajectory tracking control of a soft robot with nearly 10,000 states [129,130].

10. Fault Monitoring and Maintenance of Evolutionary Robots

Elaborated robots with high accuracies of positioning and locomotion, high endurance, and speed control, are of great demands in surgery, medical service, intellectual manufacturing production line, outer space operation, etc. One of the most significant issues in these robots is the wear problem at the joints. Similar to the elderly mankind, the worn joint also bothers the robot when executing its work. The worn joint is often found to cause the failing of the robots, such as unexpected stop or malfunction operation, regardless of how perfectly the controlling system is designed and works. Therefore, extensive research works have been done on locomotion algorithm, joint coating, online monitoring, etc., in order to extend the lifespan of the joint parts.

Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a widely used strategy to improve the maintainability of the industrial robot, basically by detecting the wear progress at its early stage. By establishing a nonlinear observer for fault detection, people can effectively monitor the evolution of wear process, thus a timely intervention can be conducted for deterioration prevention. Ray et al. developed an optimal filtering and Bayesian detection for the friction torque estimate. This diagnostics successfully detects the load changing induced variation of friction characteristics over a wide range and has been experimentally verified its applicability [243]. Márton reported a method for monitoring the changes in the quality of gear transmission lubrication of the robotic joint. The proposed algorithm only takes joint position, velocity and external temperature into account for the residual signal generation, and the viscous coefficient of friction and lubricant consistency can be effectively supervised [244]. Márton also further studied the temperature effect on this friction estimation. In this case, a temperature estimator is developed since the real-time temperature is often found difficult to acquire online, and the results show that the Coulomb friction force is temperature independent while the viscosity relies on temperature [245]. Moreover, Márton completed an explicit study of
robot actuator fault by establishing an energy approach. In this work, the author recalled a few critical relations to describe the energy balance of a robot and correlated it to the actuator fault successfully [246]. Similarly, Chen et al. also applied the energy-based fault detection method for dissipative systems. In this work, the authors constructed a novel system energy balance, and a full states measurable case can be monitored by examining the validity of such energy balance [247]. Bittencourt et al. also analyzed the wear in robot joints under temperature uncertainties. The effect of wear on a robotic joint was examined through experiments and a friction model was built for fundamental understanding, which effectively distinguished the effect of wear over a large variation of temperature [248].

The fault monitoring and associated algorithm provide us with a route to intervene in the failure of robot in time, while an effective method should also be developed to practically measure the wear and even slow down its evolution. In line with this point of view, extensive work has been done to investigate the wear between joint part and its counter body in real-time. Kumar et al. studied the influence of shock wave surface treatment on vibration behavior of semi-solid state cast AA5083- aluminosilicate composite. The semi-solid state casting method was applied to fabricate a composite, where the as-casted aluminum was greatly enhanced by addition of different weight percentages of Al₂SiO₅, followed by a shock wave surface treatment in a subsonic wind tunnel. The result indicated that the newly manufactured composite held outstanding mechanical performance, and exhibited a great potential of the application in the area of industrial robotic joint [249]. Furthermore, the research group proposed an MWCNT-based nanocomposite and a nanoclay composite, and applied them in the redundant articulated robot (RAR). The researchers discovered that by employing these nanocomposites, the dynamic performance of RAR was much improved [250]. Kida and his co-workers conducted a systematic work on the wear of PEEK against different metallic counter bodies in humanoid robot joint, and compared the influence of various working conditions on the wear behavior of this polymer. The results indicate that the lifetime of the PEEK depends on the counter body used in the tribosystem, with titanium worn the PEEK twice faster than the aluminum. Furthermore, the wear mechanism of PEEK against aluminum was attributed to the fatigue wear, while a reinforced PEEK (containing PTFE, graphite and carbon fibres) can form transfer film and serve as solid lubricant to slow down the wear of the PEEK [251–253]. Burris’ group systematically investigated the wear and lubrication issues in articular cartilage [254]. They discovered that the synovial fluid and hyaluronic acid solutions were much viscous than the saline lubricants and capable of significantly improving the rate of fluid and lubricant recovery. This finding can practically be applied to the robotic joint applications and a much-enhanced wear property can be expected.

In addition to the robotic joint, electro adhesion (EA) is another area that also concerns about the materials tribology. In recent years, EA technology has experienced an unprecedented growth and garners wide attention. With its unique advantages, it has been extensively applied in robotics, and plays an important role in improving the hardware of robot systems, adaptability of robots towards various environments, and the safety of human-robot interaction, which significantly broaden the application scenarios of robots. However, the performance of the EA system will degrade or even fail when subject to a tribo-system after certain amount of time, which seriously influences the reliability of the EA-based robotic system. Thus, researchers put many efforts in improving the tribological performance of the dielectric layer so as to enhance the lifespan of the robot. Zeng et al. employed ion implantation technique to modify the surface property of UHMWPE, and characterized the surface morphology, mechanical properties, molecular structure of the property altered material. It clearly evidences that by performing ion implantation, the tribological properties of UHMWPE can be tremendously enhanced [255]. Wei et al. studied the influence of testing condition on the wear rate of hair and skin, the results of which can be directly applied to the corresponding biomedical applications [256]. Krick et al. performed a series of studies on the optimization of PTFE and PEEK [257–260]. The researchers discovered that the reinforcement of PTFE by alumina nanocomposites can deliver an ultralow wear of $7 \times 10^{-6}$ mm²/Nm, and the tribofilm formation was hypothesized as the origin of such mechanical performance enhancement. Furthermore, such enhancement was believed to be highly correlated to alumina fillers. Alam et al. analyzed the independent roles of surface and subsurface reinforcements on PEEK wear property. They reported that the effects of surface and subsurface were contributed individually rather than being synergetic or an optimum of either. This sheds light on the optimization of the PEEK by individually tuning the surface and subsurface for the overall enhancement [261].
In a brief conclusion, involving tribology in the robotics indeed makes a great amount of contributions to the advancement of robots, in regard to the lifetime, reliability, working efficiency, energy consumption, etc. However, this interdisciplinary field is still quite empty and more attentions are needed to further accelerate the development of robotics.

11. Evolutionary Robotics for Intelligent Infrastructure Construction and Maintenance

The architectural engineering and construction (AEC) industry accounts for nearly 6% of global GDP and is experiencing a rapid technological revolution consisting of virtual planning enabled by building information modelling (BIM) and physical execution promoted by automation and robotics [262–264]. BIM is a highly digitalized building space with comprehensive interactivity and integration with diverse digital technologies towards intelligence. The core value of BIM lies in the dynamic generation and iteration of the knowledge about building objects through information aggregation for decision-making during their life cycles from design, construction to operation and maintenance [265]. However, most of current BIM applications are situated at the building design stage where simulation, optimization, and prediction are the main focuses. This is largely due to a lack of dynamic process-oriented information from the building and its subsystems (e.g., Internet of Things (IoT) and building robots) which is key to provide real-time monitoring and adjustment for infrastructure construction and maintenance [266,267]. In addition, a significant number of BIM applications have shown the lag and inaccuracy of manual in-process data collection and model updating, highlighting the need for full automation which could be realized by sensing systems embedded in the building elements under construction, the surrounding environment, and the robots for construction or maintenance.

The advent of “Industry 4.0” has prompted rapid development and applications of robotics for enhancing construction productivity and sustainability. Various robots have been proposed for applications in infrastructure construction and maintenance scenarios such as prefabricated building assembly, 3-D concrete printing and building façade inspection [268,269]. These cases often combine robots, IoTs, machine vision and BIM to achieve greater cost efficiency and technical adaptability towards the end goal of automated and intelligent operations. In contrast to manufacturing industry where robots have been made ever stiffer by implementing controllers to improve accuracy and repeatability of the motion and avoid any unintended contact operations for the sake of performing specific and repetitive tasks in a factory setting, infrastructure construction and maintenance feature open-air operations exposed to the natural environment, leading to the complexity and variability in the working space of robots. The successful stiff design of robotics in factory settings makes it detrimental in the context of infrastructure construction and maintenance, where tasks are uncertain and the presence of humans is ubiquitous. To address this challenge, evolutionary robotics aims at introducing elasticity and flexibility in the robot body, decreasing the overall stiffness while embracing and harnessing mechanical interactions with the built environment. Evolutionary robotics is expected to foster the use of autonomous systems in construction and maintenance jobsites where human-robot interaction is preeminent, for example, fast assembly of prefabricated building elements, building complex inspection and rehabilitation.

To facilitate intelligent behaviors of an evolutionary robot operating in the built environment, comprehensive information about the building should be available in the robot's world. In the AEC industry, BIM technologies are widely used throughout the lifecycle of construction projects. 3D object-oriented modeling techniques of BIM allow the creation of accurate and information-rich 3D BIM models during the building phase. The BIM models can then be used for various purposes, including model-based building performance analysis, cost analysis, construction planning, real-time analysis of the built environment, and executive decision-making regarding construction, operation, and maintenance [270,271]. Compared to these efforts of extending the boundary of BIM, insufficient effort has been made in incorporating aspects of robot operations into BIM-based processes. Particularly, little attention has been paid to creating methods to transfer information from BIM into a robot's semantic world. While some studies have emphasized the need to link BIM and robotic platforms to facilitate the adoption of robots in the AEC industry, they have not developed methodology to use information in BIM for robotization. For future revolutionary robotics in building applications, it is therefore of great importance to research and develop approaches that allow robots
to retrieve building lifecycle information while performing task planning and execution in a building environment. What is equally worth exploration and innovation is automating the building world modeling process that allows the construction industry to achieve context-aware behaviors of autonomous robots without intensive manual encoding of the building information into the robots.

12. Conclusions

With more than 270 literatures, this paper reviews the evolutionary robotics on its critical issues in deformable morphology and multivariable stiffness, and examines the development in the field in the past 30 years. In particular, the paper reviews the morphing of robot structures with variable topology and the development of morphology in deformable materials that could be used for evolutionary robots. This deformable materials with variable stiffness are used in reconfigurable robots. The techniques in elastic cavity structure, in elastomer airbag actuators, in shape memory polymer actuator are reviewed. Further, the reversible and irreversible deformations are presented in the use of reconfigurable robots. These techniques project a future prospect of the evolutionary robots that have the ability in morphing natures and in adapting natures. Further work in dynamics particularly with the model order reduction and its following control is reviewed with the actuation strategy of metamorphic robots. The paper further reviews camera-based intelligent sensing, intelligent controlling and health monitoring of evolutionary robots, and covers the evolutionary control and the control via model order reduction. With the condition-based maintenance, maintainability of an evolutionary robot can be improved with a fault monitoring being provided. The paper hence presents a prospect of evolutionary robots with a potential of deformable morphology and multivariable stiffness that have an ability of coping with changing environments and various tasks, casting light on the future direction for the evolutionary robotics, as well as its application in the architectural engineering and construction industry throughout infrastructure’s lifecycle.
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